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Abstract

Measurements demonstrate that when bending, both involved reeds oscillate at virtually the same
frequency right from the beginning. This conrms the idea that bent notes are produced by a feedback
process between the two reeds and the airow through the instrument. The playing frequency results
from the interaction of the resonance properties of the reeds and the vocal tract.
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Bending on a blues harmonica

A blues harp (harmonica)

1 is a diatonic harmonica with ten channels. In each channel there is a blow reed

and a draw reed [Ba 06]. The reeds are riveted to the reedplates and can oscillate freely through openings in
the reedplates (free reeds). The blow reeds are located on the underside of the upper reedplate, i.e. inside
the channels. The draw reeds are located on the underside of the lower reedplate, i.e. outside the channels.
For the instrument to be playable, the reed tips must protrude slightly from the reedplate (clearance gap).
Playing the harmonica with relaxed embouchure results in normal blow or draw notes, with mainly the blow
resp. draw reed oscillating. The playing frequencies are slightly below the natural frequencies of the reeds.
By changing the geometry of the vocal tract [ELBRH 13], one can bend draw notes on channels #1 to #6
and blow notes on channels #7 to #10. The playing frequencies lie between the resonance frequencies of the
two reeds in the channel. These resonance frequencies can be heard and measured as eigen frequencies by
plucking the reeds. Due to the weak damping of a bluesharp reed, resonance and natural (eigen) frequencies
are practically identical.
By changing the geometry of the vocal tract [ELBRH 13], it is possible to bend draw notes on channels #1
to #6 and blow notes on channels #7 to #10. The playing frequencies lie between the resonance frequencies
of the two reeds in the channel.
On channel #3 of a C-Harp there is a normal blow note
note

1

h

can be continuously bent down to

g#

1

g1

and a normal draw note

h1 .

The normal draw

(The lowest possible pitch depends on the adjustment of

the instrument and the player's skills). When bending, both reeds oscillate, whereby the lower the playing
frequency, the more the blow reed oscillates.
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The aim of the study

In the following, the transient behaviour of the two reeds during bending will be investigated. With all notes
played on the blues harp, the ear perceives a uniform playing frequency, whereby the tone is free of beatings.
One can conclude that both reeds oscillate with equal frequency in the steady region, which is also conrmed
by measurements [BAB 98, Mi 99, MCV 01].

Since the reeds have dierent natural frequencies, it seems

plausible that there is a transition range for the oscillation frequencies when the tone starts. This transition
range shall be examined more closely.
Since the reeds in channel #3 have relatively far apart resonance frequencies (the pitches in the other channels
are closer to each other), this channel is particularly suitable for investigating the transient response. In the
case of a semitone, the reeds oscillate with approximately the same amplitude, which is advantageous for a
comparative investigation.

1 In

the following we assume a standard blues harp in Richter tuning

1
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Experimental procedure

3.1

Tools

I played a halftone bend on channel #3 of a C-Harp with the appropriate vocal tract setting as directly as
possible (i.e. no continuous bending). of the normal draw tone). Thereby were used:




Hohner Special 20 Marine Band.
James Antaki
ELX

A handmade blues harmonica in C, identical in construction to a
This harmonica was inserted into a

TurboHarp ELX

[ELX] by

. In the

the reed

oscillations are converted into electrical voltage uctuations with the help of optical sensors. The signals
coming from the blow reeds or draw reeds can be monitored separately via a stereo output.



The stereo signal of the
frequency of



96kHz

ELX

was recorded with a

and a resolution of

24Bit.

Zoom H4n

The wave les were evaluated using the audio software

mobile phone recorder with a sampling

Audacity free
(

und

open source

) [Aud]. ausgew-

ertet. The pictures below show screenshots of the waveform in linear or logarithmic (dB) representation.



OpenOce Calc

was used as the spreadsheet program.

The recordings were made without power devices and articial lighting, so that the recording device and
optical sensors were not disturbed by a 50Hz or 100Hz signal.

Figure 1: Overall view of the evaluated waveform (linear). Above: draw reed, below: blow reed

Figure 2: Overall view of the evaluated waveform (logarithmic display in

2

dB )

The gures (1) and (2) show the evaluated wave les in linear and logarithmic representation. At the top
the signal of the draw reed is shown, at the bottom the signal coming from the blow reed. The displayed
section extends over

1.4s

on the time scale.

The signal is clearly visibly (and audibly) noisy. The higher noise amplitude in the blow reed channel could
be due to the arrangement of the optical sensors in the

ELX

, which are closer to the xed end at the blow

reed. The corresponding signal and thus the noise component would therefore have to be amplied more.

3.2
The

The experimental setup as a black box

ELX

together with the

Zoom H4n

recording device are treated as a

black box

. The input is the movements

of the reeds, the output is a wave le. A look at the illustrations 3 and 4 in the following section shows that
the curves

y = f (t)

represented by the wave les can only be interpreted as an image of the reed movement

to a very limited extent

.

In fact, it can be assumed that a reed moves out of its resting position in the

direction of a mean displacement and then oscillates around this mean displacement [MCV 01, MB 07], while
the curves

y = f (t)

The

of the curves also allows only very approximate conclusions to be drawn about the actual reed

shape

start at zero and oscillate around

y = 0.

vibrations, since, for example, the output signals of the optical sensors depend non-linearly on the distance to
the reed surfaces and are also electronically processed in the ELX before they reach the output. Furthermore,

phase shifts

between the signals coming from the blowing and drawing reeds allow only limited conclusions

about possible phase shifts of the reed oscillations: Light coming from halogen lamps, for example, generates a
100Hz signal in the optical sensors, whereby the respective sum signals coming from the blow and draw sensors
are shifted by 38° against each other. At the same time, however, this observation supports the plausible
assumption that at least the

periodicity

of the reed oscillations is reproduced unaltered. The transition to

steady state behaviour with constant amplitudes can also be read o in spite of certain nonlinearities.

3.3

When do the oscillations start?

Fig. (3) shows a logarithmic plot of the transition from statistical noise to signals that can be interpreted
as reed movements (red arrows). The amplitudes of the incipient oscillations increase rapidly, after about a
dozen oscillations stationary behaviour is already apparent (g. 4).

Figure 3: Transition from statistical noise to dened movement of the reeds (indB ).
below: blow reed. On the right,

Audacity

's noise suppression was used.
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Above: draw reed,

Figure 4: Inception of the reed oscillations (top: draw reed, bottom: blow reed). Noise reduced wave le
(linear).
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Periodicity analysis

4.1

What is frequency?

There is a variety of methods for determining (and thus dening) the fundamental frequency, pitch, or
frequency content of a signal, which operate in frequency domain, time domain, or both, and which depend
on various parameters (such as window shape and width, or type of interpolation) [Bi 09, BMS 00, CK 02,
Ja 13, LTE 08, Pe 06, SSG 16].

2 function and motivates the determination

The wave function in Fig. 4 reminds of an increasing quasi-periodic
of "period by simply counting its zero-crossings.

In the following we will simply speak of "period" and

"frequency". Such a period length is determined in section 4.2.1 as the distance between two zeros following
each other to a maximum. In section 4.2.2 we will additionally average over ve periods. If the
following a maximum occurs after
frequency of

96kHz ,

sA

samples and the

such zero after

sB

n-th

zero

samples, using a sample

the frequency of the signal will be:

fn,k =
4.2

(n + k)-th

96000
Hz
(sB − sA ) /k

(1)

Evaluation

4.2.1 One period length
First, the instantaneous frequency shall be determined and displayed by the distance between two zeros following the maximum, so we have

k=1

in (1). In g. 5 red stands for the blow reed and blue for the draw

reed. For comparison, the natural frequencies of the reeds are shown, which were determined by plucking.
Already starting from the fth "period" the reeds oscillate with approximately equal frequency, even if the
amplitudes of the oscillations are only a fraction of the amplitudes in the steady state.

2 Product

of an exponential function and a sinusoidal oscillation, cf. [CK 13]
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Figure 5: Frequencies determined over a period length. Red: blow reed, blue: draw reed. The blow reed has
a natural frequency of

399Hz ,

the draw reed a natural frequency of

502Hz .

Below you can see the wave le

in linear representation synchronously to the obtained frequencies. The rectangular frame marks a section
in the steady state which will be discussed in section 4.2.3.

Fig.

5 could suggest correlations between amplitude and frequency uctuations for the transient process,

which were rarely recognizable in further experiments: see g. 6.

Figure 6: Frequencies determined over one period length for two further experimental performances. Red:
blow reed, blue draw reed.
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4.2.2 Averaging over ve periods
Fig. 7 shows the frequencies obtained by averaging over ve periods (k

= 5).

It should be reminded that the

"frequency" of a function that is not strictly periodic is partly dened by the measurement method. In the
search for a "fundamental frequency" this averaging seems to be useful at least for the steady state part of
the oscillations. It becomes visible that after a few periods the blow and draw reeds oscillate with practically
the same frequency.

Figure 7: Frequencies averaged over ve period lengths. Red: blow reed, blue: draw reed. The normal blow
note has a frequency of

399Hz ,

the normal draw note a frequency of

502Hz .

Below you can see the wave le

in linear representation synchronously to the determined frequencies.

4.2.3 Comparison with FFT and autocorrelation
The rectangular frame in g. 5 marks
(1) the same frequency of
and

sB − sA = 8203

456Hz

39

periods in the steady state. From the measured values and from

0.024% results for the draw reed with k = 39
sB − sA = 8208. This proves on the one hand that both

with a relative deviation of

and for the blow reed with

reeds oscillate with equal frequency after about ve hundredths of a second. In addition, the extremely small
relative deviation speaks for the method used.

Spectrum
Hanning window
Ham-

As a comparison, the frequencies for the marked range were determined using the algorithms

Hanning window
ming window

/ with

Hamming window

and

Standard Autocorrelation

with

. For the draw reed the following results were obtained one after the other:

458Hz

and

457Hz ,

for the blow reed

457Hz , 457Hz , 456Hz

6

und

456Hz .

with

/ with

457Hz , 456Hz ,
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Discussion

The oscillations of the two reeds can each be modelled by a 1-point oscillator equation, whereby the external
force in the oscillation equation results from the dierent air pressures at the two surfaces of the reed [Mi
99].

Thus the movements of the reeds are coupled to the air ow between the outer space and the reed

channel through the slits between the reeds and the reed plate. This airow in turn is inuenced by the reed
movements.
The two reeds and the air ow between the surroundings and the reed channel together with the inhaling
or exhaling player as energy source form a system which should be able to self-excited collective oscillations
by feedback. As we have seen in section4.2 by example of a drawbend on hole #3, both reeds move from
the very beginning apart from their resonance frequencies. After only a few periods the respective oscillation
frequencies converge to a common playing frequency, which lies

between

the two natural frequencies. Very

soon after the onset of ordered reed movements (after about 20 oscillations) stationary solutions of the
respective equations of motion with almost constant amplitudes and equal frequencies have developed. All

feedback
resonance frequencies of the reeds
geometry and the resulting resonance properties of the vocal tract
this indicates that the reed oscillations actually result from
is dictated by the

, whereby the common playing frequency

as well as by the interaction of the airow with the
.
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